REAPPORTIONMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

ROLL CALL

Present  9 - Schuyler Sheaffer, Jonathan Alexander, Robert Charland, Blake Plavchak, Matt Singer, Daniel Wood, James Murray, Emilie Yonan, and Shawn Carter

Item #32  Feedback from EngagePgh  
Discussion

Item #33  Update on statistician request  
Discussion

Item #34  Law feedback on each of James’ maps  
Discussion

Item #35  Discussion, vote on selection of map with 2 minority-majority districts  
Discussion

Item #36  Voted on whether to vote on a draft map

A motion was made that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote:

Aye:  5 - Sheaffer, Alexander, Charland, Wood, and Carter
No:  4 - Plavchak, Singer, Murray, and Yonan
Abstain: 0

Item #37  Voted on Troy draft map

A motion was made that this matter be Approved. The motion failed by the following vote:

Aye:  2 - Plavchak, and Murray
No:  7 - Sheaffer, Alexander, Charland, Singer, Wood, Yonan, and Carter
Abstain: 0
Item #38  Voted on Schuyler Draft Map

A motion was made that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote:

Aye:  7 - Sheaffer, Alexander, Charland, Singer, Wood, Yonan, and Carter

No:  2 - Plavchak, and Murray

Abstain:  0

Item #39  Discussion on further revisions to selected maps

Discussed